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A Global War Expansion

OVERVIEW          
HBG presents East vs West; an exciting continuation to Global War 1936 game that moves the conflict between 
communism and democracy from ideological to direct combat.  With East vs West, the world powers continue 
the clash of military might and ideology until the world can find peace. These rules are an extension of 1936 
Global. When in doubt, refer to 1936 Global rules on matters unclear or not covered in this expansion.

Recommended items          

1 Extended timetable IPP chart overlay.
1 Overlay for Operation Unthinkable and Pluto. 
1 1945/1946 Diplomacy Chart
Country set up charts
Player quick reference aides
5 Nuclear Research Markers
5 Heavy Water Markers
5 Uranium Markers
5 Nuclear Reactor Markers
5 Nuclear Bomb Markers
10 Radiation Markers
20 CCP Roundels

V1.1

 by Bob Hatcher

WESTEAST
VS.

U.S. Units

3 Heavy Tanks
3 Jet Fighters
3 Heavy Jet Bombers
5 Partisans

U.K. Units

3 Jet Fighters
5 Partisans

French Units

5 Partisans

USSR Units

3 Heavy Tanks
3 Strategic Bombers
3 Jet Fighters
20 Partisans (CCP dual use)
3 Heavy Jet Bombers
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1 SCENARIOS FOR EXTENDING GLOBAL WAR 1936

1.0 There are six scenarios discussed in sufficient detail to follow from Global War 1936 rules. Each scenario is 
dictated by the global situation at the conclusion of the January 1945 and can be continued until 1950 with 
the exception of Operation Pluto. Operation Pluto begins in July 1946 and has its own European overlay and 
setup charts. While Operation Unthinkable can be played from the end of January 1945 situation there is also a 
historical setup included in the setup charts Below is a quick overview of each scenario.

Rules 
Section

Scenario End of January 1945 Condition Major Elements

2 Operation Pluto Not applicable Historical 1946 situation.
USSR surprise attack on 
Western Allies.

3 Operation Un-
thinkable

Berlin is captured and Germany’s income is 
below 20IPP

Western Allied surprise at-
tack on USSR.
USSR must attack Japan.
Historical setup option.

4 Truce between 
Germany and 
USSR

Germany holds Berlin and 2 of these cities: 
Leningrad, Stalingrad, Moscow

USSR may declare war on 
Western Allies and/or Japan.
May be combined with truce 
between Japan and Western 
Allies.

5 Truce between 
Germany and 
Western Allies

Germany holds Berlin, Warsaw and Paris
USSR may declare war on 
Western Allies and/or Japan.

6 Truce between Ja-
pan and Western 
Allies

Japan hold Tokyo and 2 of these cities: 
Calcutta, Sydney, Nanking

Japan must declare war on 
USSR.

7 Axis Alliance is 
Split

Germany holds Berlin and 4 of these cities: 
Leningrad, Stalingrad, Moscow, Warsaw, 
Paris while Japan hold Tokyo and 2 of these 
cities: Calcutta, Sydney, Nanking

Germany and Japan at war 
with one another.
Japan must declare war on 
USSR.

1.1 Victory Objectives (see Global War 1936 Section 3) remain the same and can be used to determine the final 
victor in 1950.

Victory Objectives

Allied Objectives Axis Objectives Comintern Objectives

USA: 6
United Kingdom: 4
FEC: 1
ANZAC: 1
France: 3
KMT China: 3

Germany: 7
Italy: 4
Japan: 7

USSR: 15
CCP: 3
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1.2 General Design and Game Principles. 
Apply these to each scenario as they are major elements used to create these new diplomatic and military 
conditions.

1. A truce between two combatants is unbreakable until one of those combatant countries captures the 
capital of another major power. 

E.G. In the German/Western Allied Truce scenario the truce Germany and Italy have with the Western 
Allies will not be broken unless they capture Moscow or the Western Allies capture Tokyo. The creation 
of a second capital by some nations does not inhibit this renewal of conflict.

2. When in truce, all combat between major powers in minor nations and colonies will cease. Major 
powers at truce will not allow each other to pass through or overfly any of their territories.

3. Chinese Civil War (see 8.2) is identical in every scenario once Japan surrenders.
4. Japanese surrender (see 8.1) will be treated the same in every scenario.
5. Free French and Vichy French will merge as one nation if they have not done so.
6. Partisan and Diplomacy rules are optional but highly recommended. Technology rules are mandatory.
7. Adherence to Global 1936, major country reference sheets, and GW36 expansions (nuclear, partisan, 

etc rules) was the baseline for the game. The remainder of these rules allows for a semi-historical 
representation for post nuclear possibilities and the Chinese civil war renewal. Follow the basic rules 
when in doubt on game mechanics.
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2 OPERATION PLUTO, (1946)
       
2.0 Situation: Between 1945 and July 1946 the historical outcomes of the 
Potsdam Conference are well into effect. The USSR controlled the Baltic states, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania; and had set up a puppet 
communist government in Poland. Germany, Berlin, Austria, and Vienna were each to 
be divided into four occupation zones. The scenario begins July 1946.

2.1 Victory Conditions: 

1. Allied major victory if they liberate Germany, Poland, Balkan, and Baltic 
States.

2. Allied minor victory if they liberate Germany, Poland, and Balkan States.
3. Soviet major victory if they eject the Allies from the European continent.
4. Soviet minor victory if they retain Berlin and Eastern Germany, Poland, 

and Baltic, and Balkan States.

2.2 Diplomatic Alignment and Conditions:

1. The USSR converted the countries of eastern Europe into satellite states within the Eastern Bloc, 
including the Baltic States, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Albania while the 
Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia aligned itself with the Comintern. The USSR must retain a land 
unit in every capital city of these nations and any other capitals newly conquered.

2. Germany and Japan are occupied Nations and have no active role in this scenario.
3. Kuomintang (KMT) and the Communist Party of China (CCP) Civil War (see 8.2).  
4. Korea. Both the US and USSR occupy Korea and get 1 IPP each. The units may not redeploy. China (CCP) 

may deploy new units in North Korea after controlling mainland China and at that point alignment will 
switch from USSR to CCP (any USSR units located in Korea are converted to CCP).

5. Greece, Finland, Sweden, Spain, and Turkey were all concerned about Soviet expansionism and the spread 
of communism into Europe and Asia. They are neutral but each may individually join the Allies through 
diplomatic means. They will all automatically join the Allies if any of them are attacked while neutral or if 
the USSR captures Paris.

6. Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria will consider an invasion by the Allies as liberation and become 
Great Britain controlled once their capital is Allied possessed.

2.3.Technology: See setup charts for technology levels. Neither KMT or CCP can research technology until only 
one side controls mainland China.

2.4 USSR surprise advantage: This advantage is determined only once in the first turn. Roll d6. If the results are 
“1-4” the USSR achieves tactical surprise and “5-6” the USSR achieves total surprise. This only applies to the first 
turn.

1. Tactical surprise. All Soviet units get +1 attack on all rounds of combat including subsequent blitz. 
Defending units lose first strike this turn.

2. Total surprise. All Soviet units get +1 attack and Allied units have -1 defense on all rounds of combat 
including subsequent blitz. Allied Aircraft may not scramble. Defending units lose first strike this turn.

3. These modifications do not apply for conflict between CCP and KMT.

2.5 Order of Play: USSR, US, Great Britain, France, Italy, CCP, FEC, ANZAC, KMT.

2.6 Facilities: 
1. The factories in occupied territories at the start of the game are under the original ownership of occupying 

forces, therefore they produce at full capacity (i.e. Great Britain may produce five units in the Western 
Germany major factory). 

2. Neither KMT or CCP can build or improve a factory even if they have one (see 8.2).
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3OPERATION UNTHINKABLE                             
  
3.0 Situation: Berlin must be captured and German income below 20IPP. Italy’s situation is irrelevant, as they 
will become Allied when Germany surrenders if they have not already.

• At the end of May 1945, it is highly doubtful the Soviet Government is going to allow democratic processes 
in the countries they occupy. As Prime Minister Churchill feared, it appears the Russians are not going to 
honor the agreements made between Allies concerning the future of Central and Southern Europe. 

• To impose the will of the United States, The British Empire, and their Allies, the Joint Planning Staff draws up 
plans for Operation Unthinkable, a plan completely dependent on strategic surprise and the support of other 
European powers, including those they liberate. Outnumbered 2 to 1 in men and materiel, the Allies will 
need every advantage in the opening offensive in a war that many thought was over for Europe. D Day is set 
for 1 July 1945. 

Meanwhile, this may provide the reprieve Japan requires to forestall Allied victory in the Pacific and perhaps 
retain some territorial gains; if they can survive possible atomic attacks.
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3.1 Victory Conditions and Conditions: 

1. Allied major victory if they liberate Germany, Poland, Balkan, and Baltic States and the Japanese 
surrender.

2. Allied minor victory if they liberate Germany, Poland, and Balkan States and the Japanese surrender.
3. Soviet major victory if they eject the Allies from the European continent and drive Japanese out of Asia.
4. Soviet minor victory if they retain Eastern Germany, Poland, and Baltic, and Balkan States.

3.2 Diplomatic Alignment: 

1. Finland, Sweden, Spain, and Portugal were all concerned about Soviet expansionism and the spread 
of communism into Europe and Asia. If they are neutral, each may individually join the Allies through 
diplomatic means (under US control). They will all automatically join the Allies if any of them are attacked 
or if the USSR captures Paris. If they are not neutral, they continue in their former capacity.

2. Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria will consider an invasion by the Allies as liberation and become 
Great Britain controlled once their capital is Allied occupied.

3. Germany may not reform as a nation but German units may be purchased in German occupied areas with 
factories under the control of Great Britain and USA. Purchasing German units will be done at factory 
full capacity.  German units attack in tandem with the Allied nation that purchased them. France will not 
purchase German units.

4. KMT and CCP civil war will reignite when Japan surrenders (or continue if Japan has already been ejected 
from China) (see 8.2). Any Allied or Comintern units in China when Japan surrenders can be attacked by 
CCP or KMT respectively.

5. Italy will immediately become an Allied country. If Rome has not yet been captured (necessitating a 
surrender) then all Italian units will remain. Allied territories, including minors and colonies will return 
income to the appropriate Allied nation, even if Italian units remain in occupation.

3.3 Technology: Current situation continues for each nation. The historical setup outlines technology in July 
1945 if the game is setup using these reference sheets.

3.4 Western surprise advantage: This advantage is determined only once in the first turn. Roll d6. If the results 
are “1-2” the West achieves tactical surprise and “3-6” the West achieves total surprise. This only applies to the 
first turn against the Soviets.

1. Tactical surprise. All Allied units get +1 attack on all rounds of combat including subsequent blitz. 
Defending units lose first strike this turn.

2. Total surprise. All Allied units get +1 attack and Soviet units have -1 defense on all rounds of combat 
including subsequent blitz. Soviet Aircraft may not scramble. Defending units lose first strike this turn.

3. These modifications do not apply for Allied or USSR combat with Japan.

3.5 Order of Play: US, Great Britain, France, Italy, USSR, FEC, ANZAC, Japan, CCP, KMT.

3.6 Historical setup: Reference charts for starting a historical set up in July 1945 are provided. These include 
modification for technology levels and order of play. GW1936 original country reference sheets are still required 
for country specific wartime IPP bonus, special abilities, objectives, and costs.
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4TRUCE BETWEEN GERMANY AND USSR 
     
4.0 Situation:  Germany 
holds Berlin and two of these 
cities: Leningrad, Stalingrad, 
or Moscow. The Axis hold on 
the USSR sets conditions for 
Germany to impose a truce on 
the USSR. The scenario begins 
July 1945. This scenario can 
be combined with Japan and 
Western Allied Truce (See 6.0) 
if all conditions are met.

4.1 Diplomatic Alignment 
and Conditions: 

1. The USSR may declare 
war on the Western 
Allies. 

2. The USSR and Japan 
may declare war on 
each other without 
economic penalty from 
the Japanese-Soviet 
Non-Aggression Pact 
(see GW1936 Section 
14.3).

3. Italy participates in the 
German/USSR Truce if 
still an Axis nation.

4. The USSR and Germany 
may re-open the war 
with each other if 
French and the UK 
home countries are 
under German control; 
and Rome is under Axis 
control.

5. Germany and Italy may 
continue to lend lease 
to Japan.

4.2.Technology: Current 
situation continues for each 
nation.
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5TRUCE BETWEEN GERMANY AND WESTERN ALLIES  
  

5.0 Situation: Germany holds Berlin and both Warsaw and Paris. German gains in the west result in 
a truce with the UK, FEC, USA, ANZAC, Free France, China and all controlled or aligned neutrals. While 
Germany, Italy, and Japan remain Axis partners, Japan will be alone in the war against the Allies. The 
scenario begins July 1945.

5.1 Diplomatic Alignment and Conditions: 

1. The USSR may declare war on the Western Allies. 
2. The USSR and Japan may declare war on each other without economic penalty from the 

Japanese-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact (see GW1936 Section 14.3).
3. If Italy has surrendered it will remain in occupation of whichever nation controls it. If not, Italy 

participates in the German - Western Allied Truce.
4. Japan may re-initiate the Japanese-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact if the 

USSR agrees, including any new agreements on territory exchange, 
conflict in China, and conflict with the Allies.

5. The Allies and Germany may re-open the war with each other if Japan 
and/or USSR surrenders.

6. Germany and Italy may lend lease to Japan.
7. Germany and Italy must honor the Monroe Doctrine.

5.2.Technology: Current situation continues for each nation.
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6TRUCE BETWEEN JAPAN AND WESTERN ALLIES  
   
6.0 Situation:  Japan holds Tokyo and two of these cities: Calcutta, Sydney, Nanking. Japanese gains result 
in a truce with the US, UK, FEC, ANZAC, and Free France. While Germany, Italy, and Japan remain Axis partners, 
Germany and Italy will be alone in the war against the Allies. The scenario begins July 1945. This scenario can be 
combined with German and USSR Truce.

6.1 Diplomatic Alignment and Conditions: 

1. Japan must declare war on USSR in July 1945 without economic penalty from the Japanese-Soviet Non-
Aggression Pact (see GW1936 Section 14.3).

2. The USSR may declare war on the Allies.
3. Japan may lend lease to Germany or Italy.
4. Japan must honor the Monroe Doctrine.

6.2.Technology: Current situation continues for each nation.
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7AXIS ALLIANCE IS SPLIT        
 
7.0 Situation:  Germany and Italy hold Berlin and four of these cities: Leningrad, Stalingrad, Moscow, Warsaw, 
Paris while Japan holds Tokyo and two of these cities: Calcutta, Sydney, Nanking. The scenario begins July 1945. 
This scenario can also be used when both Germany and Japan meet the conditions for an Allied Truce at the end 
of a complete round.

7.1 Diplomatic Alignment and Conditions: 

1. Germany and Italy go to war with Japan in July 1945 or earlier.  
2. Japan must declare war on USSR by January 1946 and can declare war one turn earlier without economic 

penalty from the Japanese-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact (see GW1936 Section 14.3).
3. Comintern and Western Allies have the option to declare war on each other.

7.2.Technology: Current situation continues for each nation.
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8.0 This section applies to all scenarios.

8.1 Japanese Surrender: When conditions are met for Japanese surrender (Tokyo captured) the US will become 
the occupation force and take control of all original Japanese territories and incomes. Japan will follow published 
surrender conditions from the country reference sheet. All Japanese forces will demobilize at the end of the turn 
they surrender. 

1. In the three territories of Manchuria the CCP will gain 1 Infantry for every 2 Japanese Infantry and 1 
Artillery for every 2 Japanese Artillery remining at surrender (within a territory, rounded down and a 
minimum of one Infantry) and place them in the same territory. Territories occupied by the USSR will each 
be populated by 3 CCP Infantry. USSR must withdraw on the following turn and may not declare war on 
China.

2. In Hainan, Formosa and Jehol the KMT will gain 1 Infantry for every 2 Japanese Infantry and 1 Artillery for 
every 2 Japanese Artillery remining at surrender (within a territory, rounded down and a minimum of one 
Infantry) and place them in the same territory.

3. Place 1 US Infantry in Korea.
4. Remove Japanese roundels and units from all other locations in China, returning control to the KMT 

except for Communist China which will be CCP controlled.
5. Outside the Japanese home islands, up to half of Infantry and Artillery may be converted by purchasing 

them at full price by the US, FEC, France or ANZAC and changing the units to National unit representation 
(players will decide in that order). 

6. In Japanese home islands and waters, all Japanese land, air, and sea forces are available for US purchase 
and conversion to US units. All infrastructure (factories, forts, airfields, naval bases, etc) will remain in its 
current condition. 

7. Purchase is immediate during the Place Units and Collect Income Phase (taken from the collected income) 
at the end of the player’s turn that caused the Japanese surrender. Remaining Japanese will be removed 
from the board.

8. Allies and USSR must evacuate units from all Chinese territories, Hainan, and Formosa. Any units not 
moved by normal means at the end of the next turn will be removed from the game.

8.2 Chinese Civil War: The Civil War will reignite when Japan surrenders. KMT and CCP are not impacted by 
any surprise attacks between other nations in any scenario. If the civil war is still in progress or already reignited 
because Japan was expelled from China, follow Global War 1936 rules until Japan is defeated.

1. China is embroiled in a civil war between the Kuomintang (KMT) led government of the Republic of China 
and the Communist Party of China (CCP).  Neither will declare war on another country until victorious. 

2. Victory in China exist when either the KMT or CCP completely possesses and eliminates the other from 
mainland China/Manchuria territories; although the other may continue to reside on the islands. CCP 
Partisan activity will cease when one side is victorious.

3. CCP and the USSR may not cooperate militarily in any form, including lend lease. The same is true for the 
USA and KMT.

4. Neither KMT or CCP can build or improve a factory (although they might capture one) until only one side 
controls mainland China. While they possess a factory, they may produce other land (beyond infantry), 
sea, and air units from the respective USA or USSR build charts.

5. During the Chinese Civil War, no outside nation will declare war on either Chinese side, conduct lend 
lease, or transit the air and land spaces of China and Manchuria until either KMT or CCP is victorious. Any 
Allied or Comintern units in China when Japan surrenders can be attacked by CCP or KMT.

6. USSR capture of territories in China or Manchuria will be liberation income and CCP possessed. Allied 
capture of territories in China or Manchuria will be liberation income and KMT possessed.

7. CCP Partisans are disbanded at the end of the civil war if CCP wins. CCP partisans will continue to populate 
if the KMT wins the civil war.

8. At the conclusion of the civil war, either the KMT or CCP can join the global war by declaring war on the 
Comintern or Allies respectively.

9. Neither KMT or CCP can research technology until only one side possesses all of mainland China.
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9TECHNOLOGY          
 
9.0 Overview: Limited new technology chart is available for research. Any unit listed in the setup as a Prototype 
is not available for purchase and is not replaceable if lost during combat until the appropriate research is fully 
obtained.

9.1 Atomic Bomb: Players who acquire all 4 critical items for atomic bomb technology may proceed to build. 
All 4 items must be held at the beginning of the turn. The 4 elements include research, reactor, heavy water, and 
uranium. All scenarios from July 1945 must apply these rules. For each scenario, place the Research Markers, 
Nuclear Reactors, Heavy Water, and Uranium as listed below.

1. Research. Several locations begin the game with a Research Marker. Any other Major Power must 
purchase them for 30 IPP and place them like a facility. This facility can be captured. The major power that 
lost the Nuclear Research facility can purchase a new one for 10IPP and place it in any new location. The 
major power that captures the facility can pay 10 IPP to use it and transfer it to any new location, therby 
eliminating the old facility. Place a Research marker in the following locations: 

• Appalachia (USA)
• San Francisco (USA)
• Moscow (USSR)
• Berlin (Germany) 

2. Nuclear Reactor. USA starts with one reactor in Pacific Northwest. Any player may build a nuclear reactor 
by paying 10 IPP and placing the Nuclear Reactor marker in a zone in his or her home country. The 
Nuclear Reactor has 10 damage points and may be tactically bombed. The reactor must be fully functional 
for nuclear bombs to be purchased. It is destroyed if it takes 10 IPP worth of damage. A nuclear reactor, 
like other facilities, has its own inherent AA guns. 

3. Heavy Water. A player may capture one of the existing heavy water plants or builds a heavy water plant. 
Building a heavy water plant costs 10 IPP. A heavy water plant has 
10 damage points and may be tactically bombed. A heavy plant, like 
other facilities, has its own inherent AA guns. Place a Heavy Water 
marker in the following locations: 

• Southeast (USA)
• Oslo (Norway)
• Western Ukraine (USSR)

4. Uranium. Players have uranium if they control one of the zones that 
has a uranium marker. Place a Uranium marker in the following 
locations: 

• Western States (USA) 
• Slovakia (Germany)
• Belgian Congo
• Ontario (Canada)
• Eastern Ukraine (USSR)

5. Bombs cost 35 IPP.  Bombs, represented by Nuclear Explosion 
marker, are tracked in an off-board stockpile and used only by 
Strategic Bombers from where ever they are based. The bomber is 
still subject to interception and/or anti-aircraft fire, but will deliver 
its payload regardless. 
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1. Purchased bombs are purchased in the Production Phase and they are placed off-board in the 
Place Units Collect Income Phase. Nuclear bombs may not be lend-leased and have no need to be 
moved on the map.

2. An atomic bomb attacks all military units in a land zone with D12 at “4”.  If more than one bomb 
is delivered to the same territory in the same turn, roll this result twice. The defending player 
selects casualties. 

3. An atomic bomb also automatically maximizes damage to one facility (attacker selection) per 
bomb (i.e. naval base, airfield, major factory, minor factory, etc).  

4. A Strategic Bomber can deliver one bomb.
5. Strategic bombing with nuclear bombs must be the first combat move if a player is employing 

them.

6. Radiation. Place a Radiation marker. Each radiation marker permanently negates one IPP of the 
territory’s value. 

7. Surrender. Each atomic bomb dropped on a nation’s home territory increases the likelihood of surrender. 
The following only apply when surrendering from nuclear attack, otherwise follow each national reference 
sheet except Japan, which is described in 8.1.

1. When a bomb is successfully delivered to a home country, immediately divide the attacked 
country IPP by 5 (rounded down).  Roll D12 against the remainder, if the result of the D12 is 
higher, the attacked country will surrender. Add 1 to the die roll result for each radiation marker. 

E.G. The US successfully drops two atomic bombs on Japan which is drawing 67 IPP. Divide by 5 for a 
result of 13. The D12 result is 10 and add 2 for each radiation marker resulting in total of 12. Because 
the total result is lower, Japan will not surrender but the territory value is reduced by 2 due to 
radiation. All damage stated in 9.1.5 (above) results regardless.

2. Although the effect is cumulative, only one roll is made per turn, even if multiple bombs are 
delivered. 

3. Nations that surrender from nuclear attack will not create a new capital. They will immediately 
surrender all IPPs to the nation that attacked it. Remove all forces (except the navy) of the 
surrendering nation during the collect income phase of the current player’s turn. If, during the 
combat phase of the current player’s turn the surrendering nation is still being attacked, those 
units will defend for one round or until the attacker suspends the attack. Naval units will roll D12 
for disposition:

• 1-6: Join the navy of your remaining alliance.
• 7-8: Scuttled, remove from game.
• 9-12: Join the conquering country – replace with naval equivalent or mark with roundel.

4. The surrendering major nation home country will come under the control of the conquering 
major. Any Allies co-located in this home country during this surrender can remain. The portion 
of minors occupied (indicated by a roundel) by the conquering major will be retained by the 
conquering country. 

5. All minors and colonies controlled by a surrendering Major Power (including locations of 
another surrendered country they occupy) will surrender and become strict neutrals that can be 
diplomatically engaged or attacked on subsequent turns. No defending units from these minors 
and colonies will be placed to oppose this occupation. 

6. Great Britain, FEC and ANZAC will split and continue as independent Major Powers if one of them 
surrenders under nuclear attack. This includes in progress diplomacy, shared technology, and ship 
and facility production. Great Britain includes all territory from Iran (SZ 83, 119, and 140) and 
West while FEC includes India (SZ 84, 85, 120, 141 and 143) and East.
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8. 1936 Alternative. If all players agree, nuclear research is available as early as 1936. The following 
conditions must be met:

1. Purchase of Nuclear Research, Heavy Water Plant, and Nuclear Reactor must be made in that 
order.

2. The Major Power purchasing Nuclear Research, Heavy Water Plant, and Nuclear Reactor must have 
Uranium for each purchase.

3. The Major Power can only purchase one of these items (Nuclear Research, Heavy Water Plant, and 
Nuclear Reactor) per turn.

4. The Nuclear Research, Nuclear Reactor and Heavy Water Plant cannot have any damage on the 
turn a Major Power wants to purchase Nuclear Bombs. If there is facility damage, it must be 
repaired before the purchase of Nuclear Bombs can be made on subsequent turns.

5. Nuclear Bombs cannot be purchased until one complete turn after the Major Power hold all 4 
elements (Uranium, Nuclear Research, Heavy Water Plant, and Nuclear Reactor). 

9.2 Missiles: Players with Strategic Rockets may develop missiles. A player must achieve one more successful 
roll on the complete state of Strategic Rockets in the technology chart. 

1. Facilities may be strategically bombed and have inherent AA like a factory.   Such a facility can be built 
anywhere that is in a supply path and must be in a supply path to fire.   It can sustain up to 8 IPP of 
damage before it is destroyed. A damaged facility cannot launch.  

2. Only one such facility may be built per land zone. They may not be captured. 
3. A missile is targeted by the owning player for infrastructure or units. It does “1-12” strategic damages to a 

facility and cannot be intercepted.  Alternatively a missile can make a carpet-bombing roll against a group 
of units by rolling one die at “4”. 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost

Missile 1-12 (4)*
*Carpet Bomb Value

AA 3 3 Facility 8
Each Launch 2

9.3 Late Armor: Players with Heavy Armor may develop Late Armor. A player must achieve one more successful 
roll on the complete state of Heavy Armor in the technology chart. All late armor has target selection “1-2” (armor-
class units) and medium armor’s blitz ability. Late armor must be purchased, it does not upgrade existing armor.

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost

Late
Armor

9 8 2 Nation’s
Cost +3

9.4 Late Jets: Players with Jet Aircraft may develop Late Jets. A player must achieve one more successful roll on 
the complete state of Jet Technology in the technology chart. Late jets must be purchased, it does not upgrade 
existing jets.

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost

Late Jet 
Fighter

9 (6)*
*Intercept Value

9 (6)* 5 14
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9.5 Heavy Jet Bombers: Players require Jets, Heavy Bombers, and Long Range Aircraft. A player 
must achieve one more successful roll on the Heavy Bombers Technology in the technology chart. 
Heavy jet bombers must be purchased, it does not upgrade existing aircraft.

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost

Heavy Jet 
Bombers

(2)* X5**
*Intercept Value
**Carpet Bomb Value

4 10 18

 PARTISANS             
 
10.0 Partisan Generation:  All scenarios from July 1945 should apply these partisan rules, they are an optional 
but critical component to the time period. During each player’s Collect Income and Place Units phase that player 
may make a partisan generation roll for each territory that was captured (and remains captured) while under their 
Possession/Control. This could include (a) a territory from a player’s home country that was captured (b) a territory 
from a nation that was Aligned and subsequently captured (c) a territory of a neutral that was Controlled at time 
of capture and/or (d) a territory designated in Table 10.7. A separate roll is made for each such land zone. Partisan 
rolls continue even after a major country has surrendered.

10.1 Partisan Generation Roll: A player rolls one D12 and succeeds in his Partisan Generation roll on a “10” 
or higher. Some nations, as described in 10.7 have special partisan generation rules. Make one roll per eligible 
territory per turn, including inactive countries. Partisan roles discontinue once the controlling major country 
occupies the territory.

10.2 Placement: As soon as a player succeeds in a partisan generation roll, place a partisan of that nation’s color 
in the occupied zone. The placing player is the controller of the partisan. The presence of enemy units does not 
affect placement.

10.3 Partisan’s characteristics:

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost

Partisan 0 1 0 0

10.4  Impact: A partisan can never capture territory. A Partisan does not affect enemy units or other partisans in 
the same zone. The partisan is ignored for all purposes except as explicitly stated in the rules. 

1. A partisan prohibits the tracing of a supply path or strategic rail movement through the zone unless there 
is at least 1 opposing infantry-class unit present for each Partisan. 

2. Opposing units may only roll one attack against a partisan unit. Failure results in both units occupying the 
same territory.

3. Partisans reduce income to “0” for that  territory if uncontested.
4. Partisans in territories outside home countries (e.g. Cuba for USSR) may be attacked without a declaration 

of war against the major nation.

10.5 Transformation: Two partisans controlled by the same nation may form a militia unit during the combat 
movement phase of its controlling major power’s turn. The unit is treated as if it had combat moved into the 
territory. 
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10.6 Communist Freedom Fighters: Communist Partisans outside the USSR or CCP home 
country may be converted to militia and declare war against the minor, providing income to the 
major nation if successful. They may also be attacked by any major western power even if the major 
power is not at war with the USSR or CCP. The western nation does not incur a declaration of war penalty 
as described in 1936 Rules Par. 5.6.

10.7 Elimination: A Partisan is removed if the territory is conquered by a member of the Alliance that controls 
the Partisan and is not removed if controlled by a different alliance. CCP Partisans are always converted 1:1 to 
Infantry when the territory is liberated by USSR.

10.7 Table of Special Zones. These locations have special partisan generation roll values.

Zone Notes 

United States, UK, France, ANZAC Home Countries Automatically place 1 Partisan on one of every four 
territories held by an enemy nation, minimum of one 
location.

USSR Home Country Automatically place 1 Partisan on one of every four 
territories held by an enemy nation, minimum of one 
location.

China (all mainland territories) and Manchuria Automatically place 1 Partisan on one of every two ter-
ritories held by Japan, Allies, or KMT; minimum of one 
location. CCP controlled.

French Indo China (Hanoi and Saigon) Automatically place 1 Partisan on one of every two ter-
ritories held by Japan, Allies, or KMT; minimum of one 
location. CCP controlled.

Greece, Northern Algeria, Tripoli, Borneo, Sarawak, 
East Timor, Burma, Latin America, Bolivia, Cuba

Rolled every USSR turn against any nation.
USSR controlled.

Warsaw Rolled every UK turn against USSR or Axis.
UK controlled.

Hungary Rolled every US turn against USSR or Axis.
US controlled.

 DIPLOMACY             
 
11.1 Diplomatic Influence: The Diplomatic Influence Chart is recommended but optional. It represents where 
nations lie on a continuum ranging from neutral to ally with a Major Power. Use this opportunity to improve the 
size and strength of your alliance by peacefully influencing nations to join the Axis, the Allies, or the Comintern. 
The Diplomatic Influence Chart has four positions:

• N (Neutral) = Nations on this level are completely neutral.  Some nations have a circle around the N which 
indicates their propensity for strict neutrality.  Neutral nations require a roll of “1-2” to advance to Position 
1.

• Position 1 and 2 = Nations at this level are closer to joining another nation’s side. Nations at this level 
require a roll of “1-3” to advance further.
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• Position 3 = Neutral nations will fully Align with the first nation whose roundel reaches this position.  
In the event that Major Power is not at war with another Major Power it comes under their Control until 
such a time that it may Align (see GW1936 Section 4). Nations at position 3 are no longer able to be 
influenced and are guaranteed support if attacked.

11.2 Exerting Influence:         

1. Starting Influence: All nations start at Neutral with their influence however some begin at higher pro-
alliance levels.  Those starting positions are noted on the Diplomatic Influence Chart. Nations annotated at 
Position 3 start under the control or alignment of the major nation indicated by the roundel.

2. Eligibility to Influence: Only Major Powers are eligible to exert influence.  In order to purchase influence 
the Major Power must be in possession of its capital.  Nations not listed on the chart cannot be influenced.

3. Purchasing Influence:  A Major Power may attempt to influence as many nations as it wishes each turn 
but may only make one attempt per nation.  During the major power nation’s Production Phase influence 
is attempted by spending up 1 IPP and rolling a D12 per diplomatic engagement with a minor nation.  If 
the player’s roll is successful, the player moves his roundel one position and moves one roundel from any 
other Major Power from another Alliance down one.

11.3 Special Alignment Conditions: The game scenarios in East vs West each have exceptions to the Global War 
1936 Rules for Special Alignment Conditions in Section 4.7.


